
Wireless Door&Window 

 

Security Alarm 

ACTii AC3573 AC1741 

● Wireless magnetic sensors of door/window security alarm, a high loudness alarm if open the 

door or window when it’s not disarmed  

● Remote control operation makes it easy to use  

● Installation with double-side adhesive, it is easier  to install.  

● Built-in 105dB loud alarm, two AAA (7#) alkaline batteries operation and low battery 

indication 

 

 

Electrical Specification  

1. Host uses two AAA(7#) alkaline batteries  

2. Remote control uses one 12V/27A alkaline battery  

3. Receiver can continuous standby over one year (according to on or off five times a day) 4.  

Remote control can continuous standby over one year (according to control five times a day)  

5. Working environment temperature:-10 ~60℃  

6. Working environment humidity: < 80%  

7. Storage Temperature:-20 ~70℃ 

 

 

Function Specification—— 

Battery installation  

1. Remote control batteries installation: when remote control’s distance becomes short or the 

LED turns dark, please replace batteries. Open the remote control cover with a screwdriver, and 

put a 12V/27A alkaline battery into it. Please notice the battery polarity and then close the cover 

and lock the screw tightly  

2. Reception receiver batteries installation: Open the battery cover, put two AAA (7#) alkaline 

batteries into it, and then closes the battery cover. After installing the batteries, the receiver will 

sound“ Be …” to remind installing successfully.  

3. Please use alkaline battery to get using effect. If other batteries are used, it may head to the 

using time of the battery to become shorter or alarm sound to become weak. 

 



Installation  
1. Choose the location of a door or window to install the alarm. Clear the installation surface with 

clear water and a piece of wiper. Stick the double-side adhesive at the bottom of the alarm and 

then stick the alarm to the place you have cleared.  

2. After installing the alarm, use the double-side adhesive tape to stick a magnet box on the door 

or the frame on the door near the alarm. Please notice that the arrow head of the magnet box 

should point at that of the alarm on the right. 

 

Note:  

● The alarm should be used indoor only.      

Don’t install it at the place where there is sunshine or rain.       

Don’t install it at the area where it is highly polluted or wet.  

● The magnetic sensor is at the right side of the host, so the magnet box should be installed on 

the right side of the host and makes sure the arrow point at each other. 

 

 

● If the alarm is installed on the door, please install the magnet box on the frame of the door. If 

you install the alarm on the frame of the door, then install the magnet box on the door. Make 

sure that when the door is opened, the magnet box should be separated from the alarm, so that 

it can be detect and trigger alarm.  

● When installing, make sure the distance between the alarm and the magnet box should not 

be more than 10mm if the door is closed. 

 

 

How to use—— 

ARM and DISARM  

1. Press【 】key on the remote control when the alarm is in standby state, the host will sound

“ Bi Bi Bi” to remind the alarm is in the ARM mode, 15 seconds later it will sound“ Bi” to 

remind the alarm is in the ARM state and the LED will flash once every 3  seconds.  

2. In ARM mode, press【 】key once ,the alarm will sound a long“ Bi ……”to remind that it 

has quitted the ARM mode. Under this mode, the alarm has no function except for low battery 

indicate. 

 Trigger alarm  

1. When in ARM mode, if detected doors or windows to be opened, the host immediately alarm 

30 seconds then stop 15seconds if windows or doors are still open continuous alarm 30 seconds. 

It’s a cycle continues before close doors/ windows or press the【 】key to exit alarm mode.  



2. When the alarm on, press the【 】key once directly, the alarm will stop and exit alarm mode.  

 

Emergency function     

When you are at home and encounter the thief, or other emergencies, press the【 】key on the 

remote control and the host will alarm 30 seconds. Emergency function is effective in any mode.  

 

Doorbell function  

1. when the alarm is not in alarm mode, press【 】key on the remote control ,the alarm will 

sound“ Dingdong …”and it is in doorbell mode .In this mode the alarm detect the doors or 

windows to open or vibrate, the host emit “Dingdong” to remind the doors or windows are 

opened or vibrate.  

2. In doorbell mode, press the【 】key once or press the 【 】key to exit this mode. 

 

Increase remote control 

When you want to increase remote controls, you can do the following operations：  

1. Registered the first remote control: Remove the host battery away and then install the battery 

again after 2 minute ago you can hear a sound“ Bi”, press and hold the Learn Code key【 】 

（that was doorbell key）within 2 seconds, about 10 seconds the host sounds“ Bi…”to remind 

that is in learn mode ,now release  the Learn Code key and press【 】or 【 】, the host will 

sound“ Bi … Bi …”to remind the learn code operation successful.      

2. Register the second or more remote controls:  Make sure the alarm is not in alarm mode(No 

need to remove the host battery away), press the first one remote control’s Learn Code key 

(Ignore the door bel‘l Dingdong’) about 10 seconds the host sounds“ Bi …”to remind that is in 

learn mode, now release the Learn Code key and press the new remote control’s【 】or【 】, 

the host will sound two“ Bi…Bi…”to remind the learn code operation successful. You can use 

the new remote control.   

3. Delete code operation: Prudently use this operation. Do it with the above method into learning 

mode and then press the PANIC key, it will sound“ Bi”, all the code of the host will be cleared. To 

learn again reference to the first operation.   

4.Please notice that the host can learn 8 remote controls at most. When the number is more than 

8, the code of the first one remote control will be cleared. 

 

Low Battery Indication—— 

1. LED indicator on magnetic sensor will flash once every second when it is low battery condition, 

please replace the battery in time.  

2. When the LED of the remote control turns dark or the control distance becomes short, please 

replace the battery. 

 

 


